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In this study, a uniaxial impact compression test was performed on coal samples with length-to-diameter (L/D) ratios of 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1 using a Φ 50mm split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) test system. .is study researched the stress
uniformity and deformation behavior of coal samples with different (L/D) ratios during dynamic compression, defined the stress
equilibrium coefficient ξ, proposed a new method for determining whether a sample meets the stress uniformity hypothesis, and
obtained the critical (L/D) ratio of 0.6 and the optimal (L/D) ratio of 0.3 or 0.4 for coal samples to obtain the stress equilibrium.
.e experimental results showed that the dynamic stress-strain curve of coal had an elastic stage, a plastic stage, and a failure stage.
As the (L/D) ratio increased, the proportion of the elastic stage to the prepeak curve of the samples declined progressively; with an
increase in the (L/D) ratio, the peak part of the curve also changed from “sharp” to “stagnated,” while an increase in the plasticity
led to strain softening. As the (L/D) ratio of the samples increased, the average strain rate decreased approximately as a power
function, and the decreasing trend was gradually reduced from 296.49 s−1 (L/D�0.3) to 102.85 s−1 (L/D�1), with a reduction of
approximately 65.31%. With an increase in the L/D ratio, the peak strain gradually decreased exponentially. .is study concluded
that the SHPB test protocol design is of a certain reference value for low-density, low-strength, heterogeneous brittle materials,
such as coal.

1. Introduction

Coal mining engineering involves various impact dynamics
problems, including blasting excavation, coal wall scraping
and cutting, and mining disturbances. Roof and floor
fractures, fault slips, or coal pillar ruptures in coal mines may
induce stress waves (dynamic loads), the propagation of
which acts on coal and rock masses in the stope, causing
dynamic disasters [1–6]. Studies show that the strain rate

acting on coal is between 10 and 103 s−1 during coal mining,
storage, and transportation [7]. Hence, research on the
dynamic response characteristics of coal is of great signif-
icance for coal mine disaster prevention and control and
safety improvement in coal mining.

.e impact dynamics of coal and rock mass are often
tested with the split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) system
[8]. Since Kolsky [9] proposed this system, the constantly
improved SHPB experimental technique has been
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extensively used in brittle materials with low fracture failure
strains, such as rock and concrete [10, 11]. .e SHPB ex-
perimental technique is based on the one-dimensional (1D)
stress wave hypothesis and specimen stress uniformity hy-
pothesis. For a rod with small diameters, the 1D stress wave
hypothesis is substantially true [12]; thus, uniformity hy-
pothesis verification becomes the key to judging the accuracy
of the test results. Many scholars and experts have studied
the stress uniformity and stress equilibrium of specimens in
SHPB. By comparing stress equilibrium factors of different
waveforms, Xu et al. brought forward methods for im-
proving the early-stage stress uniformity of specimens [13].
Hu and Song reported that the nonuniformity issue often
exists in the early stage of loading and employed the elastic
wave theory-based analysis to determine the loading con-
ditions to achieve constant strain rate loading for testing
brittle materials [14]. Qi et al. found that the stress equi-
librium time was affected by the generalized wave imped-
ance ratio of the specimen/pressure rod and the rise-time of
the incident wave and proposed a control method to reduce
the strain when rock specimens were at stress equilibrium
[15]. Gong studied a variety of rocks and reported that there
was a quadratic function relationship between the rock wave
velocity and the maximum length of the rock sample; they
also presented a method for determining the size of the rock
sample [16]. Li et al. [17–22] showed that the SHPB test
results were closely associated with the length-to-diameter
(L/D) ratio of the samples. Most of the study objects of
impact dynamics of coal and rock masses at the stress
equilibrium are hard rocks with a high strength and density,
such as sandstone and granite [23–31], and there are few
studies on soft rocks with a static strength usually less than
10MPa and a density less than 1.5 g/cm3. It is more difficult
for such soft materials to achieve stress uniformity during
impact; therefore, ensuring the stress uniformity of coal
before impact failure is the basis for accurate and reliable
results.

Compared with rock, coal exhibits a low-density,
low-strength, and more-complex internal pores, which
makes it more difficult to achieve stress equilibrium..ere is
no research on the stress equilibrium of soft materials, such
as coal, or the method for determining whether a sample
meets the stress uniformity condition before failure. To this
end, combining the dynamic compression test of coals with
different L/D ratios with the principles of the SHPB test, this
paper clarified the essential characteristics of the stress-
strain curve, proposed a new method for judging the
sample’s stress uniformity condition before sample failure,
and identified the critical and optimal L/D ratios that meet
the stress equilibrium condition, thereby providing a ref-
erence for determining the size of the coal sample under
similar circumstances.

2. Test Protocol

2.1. Test Equipment. Figure 1 is the SHPB test system. .e
present study conducted dynamic compression tests using
an SHPB test system. .e SHPB pilot system has a 300mm-
long cylindrical bullet, a 10mm× 10mm× 3mm rubber

sheet shaper, and incident and transmission rods made of
40Cr alloy steel, with a long diameter of 50mm, a density of
7,810 kg/m3, and a longitudinal wave velocity of 5,190m/s. A
high-speed camera was used to record the crack propagation
process of the sample.

2.2. Sample Preparation. In this study, large pieces of coal
without dirt parting and obvious cracks were used as the
base material, and the vertical coal sample surface was
drilled, cut, and ground until the diameter of the samples
reached 50mm. Considering the difficulty in processing the
thin coal samples, 8 groups (each of which consisted of 3
samples) of samples with L/D ratios of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 were used, the unevenness of both ends of
the sample was <0.05mm, and the nonparallelism of both
ends was <0.02mm. .e physical parameters, such as the
volume and density of the prepared samples, were measured.
A U510 nonmetal ultrasonic detector was used to accurately
determine the wave velocity of the sample. .e probe was
properly aligned and in close contact with the specimen
through the coupling agent. At the same time, specimens
with obvious damage and wave velocity deviations >10%
were excluded. Samples were marked with D, and each
group of samples was numbered consecutively. For example,
“D-0.5-2” represents the second sample from the group of
dynamic loading samples with a L/D ratio of 0.5.

2.3. Test Method. To discuss the effect of the coal L/D ratio
on the stress equilibrium, this study used a uniform impact
air pressure and determined the velocity of the bullet before
collision through the laser velocimeter in front of the in-
cident rod. To collect accurate waveform data, the incident
and transmission rods were level and concentrically aligned
before the test, and the empty rod was calibrated and ad-
justed with Vaseline as a lubricant to ensure there were
substantially no reflected waves.

After testing a brass sheet, rubberized fabric, and other
materials as pulse shapers, this study employed a square
rubber sheet as the shaper. Figure 2 shows the classical
waveform diagram of the coal SHPB test with a rubber sheet
as the pulse shaper. As shown in the figure, the stress waves
are smooth as a whole and exhibit no distinct dispersion
effect, which conforms to the 1D stress wave propagation
theory. .e incident wave is half of a sine wave with a long
rising edge, which facilitates the stress uniformity of the
specimen, and the reflected and transmitted waves are
similar to the incident wave in terms of the waveform.

3. Analysis of the Results

3.1. Essential Features of the Stress-Strain Curve. Voltage
signals captured by an oscilloscope were calculated with the
strain gauge method and converted into strains. .e stress,
strain, and strain rate of the samples were calculated using
equation (1) based on the SHPB experiment theory to obtain
the stress-time history curve, the strain-time history curve,
and the strain rate-time history curve, thereby calculating
the dynamic strength and average strain rate of the sample
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[32]. .e dynamic stress-strain curve of the sample was
plotted based on the stress-time history curve and the strain-
time history curve. .e variation in the coal dynamic de-
formation behavior with the L/D ratio is shown in Table 1.

σ(t) �
EA

A0
εT(t),

ε(t) � −
2c0

l0


t

0
εR(t)dt,
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(1)

where εR(t) and εT(t) are the strain-in-rod corresponding to
the reflected wave and transmitted wave at a time t during
independent transmission, respectively; A, E, and c0 rep-
resent the cross-sectional area, elasticity modulus, and
longitudinal wave velocity of the elastic pressure rod, re-
spectively; furthermore, A0 and l0 are the cross-sectional
area and original length of the sample, respectively.

Figure 3 is a typical dynamic stress-strain curve of coal
with different L/D ratios from an SHPB test. As shown in the
figure, the dynamic stress-strain curve of coal can be divided
into the following 3 stages, according to the shape, slope, and
curvature of the curve. Figure 4 shows the stages of the
dynamic stress-strain curve.

Elastic stage ((d2σ/dε2) � 0, (dσ/dε)> 0, stage a in
Figure 4): the stress-strain curve rises linearly at this stage.
Since the dynamic loading rate is higher than the static
loading rate, the sample is obviously brittle, its stress-strain
curve is different from that under static loading, and it
initially rises with a certain slope. At this stage, the sample
load increases with the reflection and refraction of stress
waves in the specimen, the internal stress of the sample is
uniform, and the elastic energy accumulates in the specimen,
but the stress at this time is not enough to cause damage. At
this stage, the slope of the curve, i.e., the dynamicmodulus of
elasticity of coal, remains substantially unchanged.

Plastic stage ((d2σ/dε2)< 0, (dσ/dε)> 0, stage b in Fig-
ure 4): the stress-strain curve is convex at this stage. At the
elastic stage, the elastic energy of the sample increases
continuously. When the deformation breaks through its
elastic limit, the microcracks inside the sample begin to
expand and irreversible plastic deformation occurs. As the
slope of the curve progressively decreases, the crack growth
rate gradually increases, and many new cracks develop; as a
result, the stress reaches a maximum.

Failure stage ((dσ/dε)< 0, stage c in Figure 4): at this
stage, the stress-strain curve descends, and the sample stress
exceeds its ultimate strength. At that point, the specimen
stress decreases, and the significant reduction in the bearing
capacity results in a rapid deformation and failure.

3.2. Effect of the L/D Ratio on the Stress-Strain Curve
Characteristics. .e stress-strain curves of coals with dif-
ferent L/D ratios were substantially the same and included
the three stages, but their curve characteristics were obvi-
ously different. A comparison of the curve characteristics
(Figure 3) of coals with different L/D ratios is shown in
Table 2.
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Figure 1: SHPB test system.
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Figure 2: Classical waveform diagram of the coal SHPB test.
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(1) .e proportion of the elastic stage to the prepeak
curve is shown in Table 2. As the L/D ratio increased,
the proportion of the elastic stage to the prepeak
curve in the sample gradually decreased from 61.5%

(L/D�0.3) to 21.2% (L/D�1), with a reduction of
65.5%. .e postpeak strain decreased from 0.01955
to 0.00865, which indicates that the elastic defor-
mation of the sample with a small L/D ratio was
more adequate, thus it had a strong resistance to
deformation.

(2) With an increase in the L/D ratio, the peak part of the
curve changed from “sharp” to “stagnated,” and the
increase in the plasticity led to strain softening. .e

Table 1: Variation in the coal dynamic deformation behavior with the L/D ratio.

No. Diameter× length
(mm)

Mass
(g)

Impact rod
velocity
(m·s−1)

Average strain rate, _ε (s−1) Peak strain, εd Peak stress, σd (MPa)
Single
sample
value

Arithmetic
average

Single
sample
value

Arithmetic
average

Single
sample
value

Arithmetic
average

D-0.3-1 49.98×14.53 35.56 7.10 289.12
296.49

0.0484
0.0461

41.70
38.54D-0.3-2 49.97×15.71 38.12 7.39 275.45 0.0415 35.40

D-0.3-3 49.93×15.13 37.06 7.38 324.89 0.0485 38.52
D-0.4-1 49.97×19.94 48.13 7.00 201.16

210.66
0.0280

0.0304
35.46

39.92D-0.4-2 49.96× 20.16 48.95 7.28 184.89 0.0292 39.41
D-0.4-3 49.96×19.89 48.75 7.20 245.92 0.0341 44.89
D-0.5-1 49.91× 25.31 60.70 7.40 178.48

184.64
0.0294

0.0264
35.71

36.57D-0.5-2 49.92× 25.21 62.71 7.44 178.14 0.0228 39.48
D-0.5-3 49.95× 25.18 62.84 7.30 197.29 0.0271 34.51
D-0.6-1 49.96× 30.44 73.91 7.00 164.53

175.15
0.0234

0.0245
32.08

32.13D-0.6-2 49.94× 30.37 76.11 7.37 180.46 0.0258 26.35
D-0.6-3 49.90× 30.28 76.49 7.32 180.46 0.0244 38.52
D-0.7-1 49.97× 35.34 86.04 6.93 144.65

146.97
0.0208

0.0203
30.31

31.75D-0.7-2 49.90× 35.16 86.36 7.29 153.29 0.0203 34.06
D-0.7-3 49.98× 35.24 87.12 7.28 142.98 0.0197 30.88
D-0.8-1 49.93× 40.24 98.33 6.97 121.49

131.47
0.0155

0.0172
29.85

32.30D-0.8-2 49.93× 40.18 100.05 7.29 137.01 0.0183 34.25
D-0.8-3 49.94× 40.14 97.39 7.32 135.92 0.0179 32.79
D-0.9-1 49.97× 45.65 115.75 7.04 106.25

112.99
0.0122

0.0141
30.94

31.92D-0.9-2 49.73× 45.63 114.15 7.39 134.53 0.0176 32.66
D-0.9-3 49.79× 45.76 115.51 7.20 98.19 0.0124 32.15
D-1-1 49.96× 50.50 124.14 6.83 101.65

102.85
0.0147

0.0143
25.53

27.69D-1-2 49.97× 50.56 129.86 7.23 105.93 0.0141 34.95
D-1-3 49.72× 50.49 123.29 7.22 100.96 0.0141 22.60
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Figure 3: Stress-strain curve of coal with different L/D ratios.
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Figure 4: Stages of the dynamic stress-strain curve.
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reason for this change is that, after the plastic de-
formation of the sample, there could be a large
displacement between the fragments. Because the
deformation space of the long specimen is larger
than that of the short specimen, the bearing capacity
of the loose blocks of longer specimens decreases
quickly and its strain increases rapidly.

4. Analysis of the Dynamic Compressive
Stress Uniformity

4.1.Analysis of the Stress Equilibrium. According to the basic
theory of stress wave propagation, in an SHPB impact test,
the hypothesis that the internal stress of the sample reaches
uniformity before failure is a prerequisite for reliable test
results, i.e., the stresses on both ends of the sample should be
equal. However, due to the law of stress wave transmission in
the specimen, the stresses at both ends are always unequal,
and it is generally believed that the stress equilibrium is
reached when the stress difference between the two ends is
less than 5% of the stress in the sample [32]. To quantitatively
describe the effect of stress equilibrium, Li et al. [33] defined
the ratio of the difference between the stresses at both ends
σSI − σST to their average ((σSI + σST)/2) as the stress
equilibrium factor η to characterize the stress equilibrium of
the specimen, where η can be obtained from the strain gauge
method:

η �
2 σSI − σST( 

σSI + σST

�
2 VSI − VST( 

VSI + VST

, (2)

where VSI � VI + VR represents the sum of the incident
voltage and reflected voltage (the I+R curve in Figure 5),
and VST � VT denotes the transmitted voltage (the T curve
in Figure 5). Figure 5 offers the classical stress equilibrium
relationship diagrams of 8 samples with different L/D ratios.

As shown in Figure 5, when L/D � 0.3 and 0.4, the
coincidence between the VSI and VST curves was extremely
high, and η fluctuated greatly in the initial segment of the
rising edge. As the stress wave increased, η at the rising
edge and peak substantially fluctuated around 0. .e stress
equilibrium can be reached at both ends of the specimen,
which indicates that the stress uniformity can be reached
before the specimen is destroyed. When L/D � 0.5 and 0.6,
η at the rising edge of the VSI and VST curves approached 0,
but the stress equilibrium was not achieved completely.
When the transmitted stress reached the peak, η was
essentially close to 0, and the stresses in the specimen
substantially reached equilibrium. When L/D � 0.7, 0.8,
0.9, and 1, there were excessively large time differences or
stress differences between the peaks of the VSI and VST

curves, which led to a low coincidence, and η failed to stay
around 0 during the impact failure of the sample, so it was
impossible for the sample to achieve stress uniformity;
that is, the stresses at both ends were in a nonequilibrium
state.

.e stress equilibrium of other impact samples was also
analyzed according to equation (2). .e results showed that
the samples with L/D ratios of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 exhibited
high degrees of stress equilibrium and achieved a stress
uniformity before failure. For samples with L/D ratios of 0.3
and 0.4, the stress equilibrium was the best, while it was
extremely difficult for samples with L/D ratios of 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
and 1 to achieve stress equilibrium. .e analysis shows that
there is a critical L/D ratio for reaching stress equilibrium for
samples, such as coal, and when the L/D ratio is over such a
critical value, it would be impossible for the sample to reach
stress equilibrium during impact.

4.2. A New Method for Determining Stress Uniformity. η
offers a method for determining the stress equilibrium at
both ends of the sample at a given moment. To further
determine whether the stress equilibrium is reached before
sample failure in an SHPB test, the ηs before the peak of the
transmitted stress are subjected to a statistical analysis to
define the stress equilibrium coefficient ξ:

ξ �
n

N
× 100%, (3)

where ξ is the stress equilibrium coefficient; N is the number
of ηs before the peak of transmitted stress in the sample; and
n represents the number of ηs in the sample that meets the
condition of −0.05≤ η≤ 0.05.

In the SHPB test on coal, the rising edge of the dynamic
impact lasts 160–190 μs. To reduce the effect of an uneven
stress of the specimen at the initial stage, 1/4th–1/3rd of the
entire rise-time (approximately 50 μs) after the rising edge
was selected. Considering that ξ was used to determine
whether the stress equilibrium was reached before the

Table 2: Proportion of the elastic stage to the prepeak curve.

No. Proportion of elastic stage to prepeak
curve (%) Average (%)

D-0.3-1 69.5
61.5D-0.3-2 52.9

D-0.3-3 62.1
D-0.4-1 45.8

44.7D-0.4-2 40.5
D-0.4-3 47.7
D-0.5-1 43.9

32.7D-0.5-2 16.4
D-0.5-3 37.8
D-0.6-1 39.5

38.7D-0.6-2 41.2
D-0.6-3 35.4
D-0.7-1 31.6

29.7D-0.7-2 30.3
D-0.7-3 27.4
D-0.8-1 19.9

20.3D-0.8-2 16.1
D-0.8-3 24.8
D-0.9-1 8.0

17.1D-0.9-2 23.9
D-0.9-3 19.6
D-1-1 14.3

21.2D-1-2 29.0
D-1-3 20.4
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Figure 5: Continued.
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sample failure, the transmitted stress peak was selected as the
target, and the ηs of the first 50 s were selected as the samples
(as shown in the shaded part in Figure 5). ξwas calculated by
this method, and the average ξ values corresponding to
samples with L/D ratios of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 were 87.3%,
64.6%, 28.7%, and 16.4%, respectively, while the corre-
sponding minimum ξ values were 80%, 46.6%, 20.2%, and
4.6%, respectively. .e ξ of specimens with other L/D ratios
was 0, that is, the stress equilibrium cannot be met before
failure in these specimens.

.e results showed that, from the perspective of stress
equilibrium, the optimal L/D ratio of the coal sample should
be 0.3 or 0.4, and when the L/D was greater than the critical
L/D ratio of 0.6, it was impossible for the specimen to reach
the stress equilibrium.

5. Effect of the L/D Ratio on the Dynamic
Deformation Behavior of Coals

.e data processing was based on the principle of the SHPB
test, and samples that cannot reach stress equilibrium had no
analytical significance. .erefore, the following paragraphs
focus on the analysis of the dynamic deformation behavior
of coal. .e variation trends of the average strain rate _ε, peak
strain, peak stress σd, and dynamic modulus of elasticity Ed
with the L/D ratio were obtained based on stress-strain
curves of coals with different L/D ratios (Table 1).

5.1. Effect of the L/D Ratio on the Average Strain Rate _ε.
Average strain rate refers to the strain rate corresponding to
the peak stress of the sample..e strain rate is the amount of
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Figure 5: Stress equilibrium of samples with different L/D ratios. (a) L/D � 0.3. (b) L/D � 0.4. (c) L/D � 0.5. (d) L/D � 0.6. (e) L/D � 0.7.
(f ) L/D � 0.8. (g) L/D � 0.9. (h) L/D � 1.
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strain in the sample per unit time, which can characterize the
loaded condition of the sample. Figure 6 shows the changing
curve of the average strain rate with the L/D ratio.

.e samples were from the same parent rock, but due to
the heterogeneity of coal, there were still some differences
among the samples. As a result, there was a certain degree of
dispersion in the average strain rate of coal with the same
L/D ratio. However, overall, as the L/D ratio increased, the
average strain rate gradually decreased from 296.49 s−1

(L/D�0.3) to 102.85 s−1 (L/D�1), with a reduction of 65.31%.
Based on the various characteristics of the average strain

rate with L/D, the functional relationship between them was
obtained by fitting the curve:

_ε � 24.872 + 83.431(L/D)
− 0.961

,

R
2

� 0.979.
(4)

As shown in equation (4), as the L/D ratio increased, the
average strain rate of the specimen decreased in an approx-
imate power function, and the downward trend progressively
slowed down. Figure 7 shows photos of the crack growth
morphology of coal samples with different L/D ratios (0.3–1)
using a high-speed camera. Combining Figure 7 with photos
of the impact-induced failure of samples by a high-speed
camera, the analysis showed that as the L/D ratio increased,
fewer cracks were generated, and fewer cracks were cross-
linked. For short specimens, under the end friction, the radial
deformation is small, the stress in the middle of the specimen
is concentrated and rises rapidly, the deformation occurs
quickly, and the cracks of the specimen develop obviously,
which is finally reflected as a high strain rate and failure.
However, for long specimens, the end friction is weakened, the
stress concentration in the middle of the specimen also de-
creases correspondingly, the increase in stress slows down, and
the radial deformation increases, which is finally reflected as
the relatively low strain rate and splitting failure.

5.2. Effect of the L/D Ratio on the Peak Strain. Peak strain is
not only an important parameter that characterizes the
degree of sample deformation but is also one of the es-
sential mechanical parameters of coal. .e changing
curve of the peak strain with the L/D ratio is shown in
Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, with an increase in the L/D ratio,
the peak strain of coal gradually decreased. .e entire
changing process can be roughly divided into 2 stages as
follows: (1) when the L/D ratio increased from 0.3 to 0.6, the
peak strain decreased sharply from 0.0461 to 0.0251, with a
reduction of 45.55%; (2) when the L/D ratio increased from
0.7 to 1, the peak strain decreased at a lower rate from 0.0203
to 0.0143, with a reduction of 29.56%. Based on this variation
feature, an exponential function was used to fit the curve to
obtain the functional relationship between the peak strain
and the L/D ratio of coal:

ε � 0.0132 + 0.113 × 0.01417(L/D)
,

R
2

� 0.969.
(5)

According to equation (5), as the L/D ratio increased, the
peak strain of coal gradually decreased exponentially.
Combined with the analysis of the stress-strain curves of
coals with different L/D ratios (Figure 3), the results showed
that as the L/D ratio of the specimen increased, the relative
contact between the broken fragments decreased, the relative
displacement increased, and obvious plastic deformation
occurred, which is demonstrated by an increase in the
proportion of the plastic stage in the stress-strain curve
before the peak. As a result, the strength and deformability of
the sample decreased, which causes the ultimate deforma-
tion to decrease. Macroscopically, this is reflected by an
increase in the coal fragmentation with an increase in the
L/D ratio. Figure 9 shows the failure modes of samples with
different L/D ratios.
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Figure 6: Changing curve of the average strain rate with the L/D ratio.
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5.3. Effect of the L/D Ratio on the Peak Stress σd and the
DynamicModulus of ElasticityEd. Peak stress is the dynamic
compressive strength of coal and the measure of coal’s ul-
timate bearing capacity. .e dynamic modulus of elasticity
can characterize the resistance of coal to deformation at a
high strain rate. Figure 10 shows the peak stresses and

dynamic modulus of elasticity of coal samples with different
L/D ratios. .e analysis in Section 3.2 shows that when the
L/D ratio exceeded 0.7, it was impossible for the samples to
reach stress equilibrium and meet the hypothesis of stress
uniformity, which is represented by the dotted line in
Figure 10. .e samples exhibited a certain degree of

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 7: Photos of the failure process of two groups of coal samples with different L/D ratios by a high-speed camera. (a) Sample D-0.3-3
before loading. (b) Axial split crack propagation. (c) Secondary crack propagation. (d) Crack cross-linking. (e) Sample failure. (f ) Sample D-
1-3 before loading. (g) Cracks development due to compression and expansion. (h) Main crack propagation. (i) Crack cross-linking results
in specimen rupture.
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dispersion, but the overall peak stress of the coal gradually
decreased, and the dynamic modulus of elasticity progres-
sively increased with an increase in the L/D ratio.

6. Conclusion

(1) At high strain rates, the stress-strain curve of coal
was roughly divided into the elastic stage, plastic
stage, and failure stage. As the L/D ratio increased,
the proportion of the sample’s elastic stage to the
prepeak curve gradually decreased from 61.5%
(L/D�0.3) to 21.2% (L/D�1), with a reduction of
65.5%. As the strain in the postpeak section de-
creased from 0.01955 to 0.00865, the peak part of the
curve changed from “sharp” to “stagnated,” while the
increase in plasticity led to strain softening.

(2) Before the rock sample failure in the SHPB test, it
was very important to ensure a uniform upward axial
stress. Based on the principle of the SHPB test, a new
method using ξ to determine the sample stress
equilibrium was proposed, and the critical L/D ratio
for the coal sample tomeet the stress equilibriumwas
determined to be 0.6, while the optimal L/D ratio was
found to be 0.3 or 0.4.

(3) As the L/D ratio of the sample increased, the average
strain rate decreased in an approximate power
function, and the downward trend slowed down; that
is, the average strain rate decreased from 296.49 s−1

(L/D�0.3) to 102.85 s−1 (L/D�1), with a reduction of
65.31%.

(4) As the L/D ratio of the sample increased, the peak
strain gradually decreased exponentially. When the
L/D ratio increased from 0.3 to 0.6, the peak strain
decreased sharply from 0.0461 to 0.0251, with a
reduction of 45.55%. When the L/D ratio increased
from 0.7 to 1, the peak strain decreased at a lower rate
from 0.0203 to 0.0143, with a reduction of 29.56%.
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